
Call 01 Construction of a Roundabout on US 72 at SR 7, known as Federal Aid Project No. 

HSIP-0007-01(096) / 108776301 in Benton County. 

Q1. What is the depth of the saw cutting and is it concrete or asphalt? 

A1. The depth of the asphalt ranges from 6” to 13” and may vary. No concrete pavement is 

present. 

Q2. Is there supposed to be a pay item for removal of existing flashing signals and poles? 

A2. It shall be considered an absorbed item of work. 

Q3. 907-673-A001: In specifications 907-673.02.3 Controls it mentions “remotely turn on and 

off through a wireless modem option” and “communication option(s) shall be capable of 

data transfer”. Is the wireless modem a requirement for this project? 

A3. No. 

Q4. In reference to Note 26 of the General Notes on sheet 5 of the plans it makes reference to 

the signs cannot be digitally printed. However, there was a specification change (Special 

Provision No. 907-721-4 dated 4/19/2022) by Traffic Division that allowed the use of 

digital printed signs. Please confirm digitally printed signs will be allowed on this project. 

A4. Special Provision 907-721-4 shall govern. 

Q5. Where is the pay item for the removal of the existing flasher assemblies and service points? 

A5. See Answer #2. 

Q6. How many trains travel the track in a 24-hour period? Is there a slow order in place for the 

track during construction? 

A6. Currently, the line does not have any train traffic.  

Q7. I do not see any pay items to get power to the (4) radar speed display assembly. Ex: open 

cut 3 # 10 1" conduit, pull boxes, jacked or bore 3 # 10 1" conduit. 

A7. As noted on Sheets 4002 – 4004, these items are to be absorbed under pay item 907-673-

A001, Radar Speed Display Assembly. 

Q8. Bid item # 1090 on the bid form is listed as per square foot, but in the plan schedule on 

sheet number 20 of the plans it is shown as per square yard. Which unit should we use? 

A8. See addendum. The unit for this item will remain square feet on the bid sheets, but the 

quantity has been revised to correspond to information shown in square yards on Sheet 20 

of the Contract Plans. 



Q9. What color will be used for the pay item # 907-616-C003, colored and imprinted concrete 

median and island pavement, 4"? 

A9. The color will be similar to that shown on SR 27 @ Lee Ave. in Copiah County. The exact 

color will be determined by the Engineer in accordance with Special Provision 907-616-1. 

An aerial photo of this site can be downloaded at the following link: https://file-

exchange.mdot.state.ms.us/dl/?f=517531d58b6431398c909cb00959dbdbf2d19f97 

Q10. With regard to pay item 907-616-C003, Colored and Imprinted Concrete Median and 

Island Pavement, 4", does MDOT have any ideas of the color that will be used? The 

different colors have a wide variety of prices. Any guidance to help narrow down the 

pricing would be appreciated. 

A10. See Answer #9. 
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